Pyrat
The virtual mouse house
Lengheimer BSc

General Points:

 Everything we do in the “mouse house” we do in the Pyrat system too.
 Don`t do anything in the Pyrat system which you have not done in the
„mouse house“ before.
 The Pyrat system has to be accurate at any time.
 The cage cards of the system are obligate.
 Do not remove or throw away any cage cards!
 The pyrat system does not replace our communication!
 The pyrat system is doing the work just virtually!
 You need to talk with your animal keeper, so the responsibilities are clear
for both sides.

Billing:
There are five billing categories for mice:
SPF/AST…… SPF and quarantine at the Anna Spiegel animal facility
BSL/AST……S3 area at the Anna Spiegel animal facility
BH/1………...barrier 1 at 1Q
BH/2………...barrier 2 at 1Q
BH/3………...barrier 3 at 1Q
For rats: BH/2/R
Notice that you have to choose the correct category by your own when you set up a new cage
or wean some mice. The default placement is BSL/AST which is the most expensive
category.

License:
Notice that your animals have to be assigned to a license before they are killed. You can
switch the license but cannot assign the same license twice.
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1. Login
Link: https://pyratserver-zbf.meduniwien.ac.at
Test: https://pyratserver-zbf.meduniwien.ac.at/pyrat-test
User name: first letter of your first name and your surname [Max Mustermann-mmustermann]
Password: Mustermann
change after first login

Alias: set alias to your goup leader [Sibilia M.]
you will only find animals belonging to the set alias

Secondary Users can select from the users aliases, whose permission to view animals has been
previously assigned to them. They will then be able to view all data related to the currently set
alias.
After the login the currently set alias is displayed in the top left corner of the screen.
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2. Animal List
LabID = toe clip number
C = comment, shows number of days since last comment
set labID
generation of the animal

move animals
Work Request

add a mutation to the animal
configuration of the list

The list can be sorted alphabetically or numerically by clicking on the column title.
You can select a list of all your animals, of your stud males or of your pups.

2.1 Personalization of the animal list
You can personalize the view of the animal list and choose which columns with the respective
property of the animal are shown.
Click on the wheel symbol at the right corner of the list. Choose which of the available
columns should be shown in your list.
This adjustment will be saved for your personal account until you change it again.
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2.1 Animal Details
To see the animal details click on the ID of the respective animal.
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2.2 How to color your list

Click on Administration, Facility and Animal Color Setting.
All users have the option to highlight animals or cages with certain features in the animal or
cage list. In the color settings section, different colors can be assigned to single criteria, such
as lines, sexes, projects and cage types.
Color settings always refer to the animals and cages of the scientist whose alias is currently
set. Therefore all users of one group (or alias) have to arrange with one color setting.

2.3 How to filter
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To find animals, pups or a group of animals you can apply the corresponding filters.
Therefore select the respective criteria from the filter options and click “Apply” to view the
list of all animals matched to the chosen attributes.
Filters are applied until a user logs out or manually removes the filter. The current filter
settings are shown in the filter area beneath the main menu.

2.4 How to act on the list

Actions on a group of animals are done in the easiest and fastest way by employing Quick
Select (QS). Therefore choose the respective animals and click on QS.
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3. Cage list
cage type: Breeding (B)
Stock (S)
Experiment (E)

number of animals in the cage
strain name of the next generation

number of days since last comment
cage number
owner: always shows the group leader
You can select a list of all cages or a list of all stock cages.

3.1 Personalization of the cage list
You can personalize your cage list in the same way as you do for animal list. See point 3.1
“Personalization of the animal list”.

3.2 Cage details
To see cage details click on the cage ID of the respective cage.
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3.2 How to color your cage list
See point 2.2 How to color your animal list.

3.3 How to filter
See point 3.2

3.4 How to act on the list
Actions on a group of cages are done in the easiest and fastest way by employing Quick
Select (QS). In the cage list you have two options for the QS-function. You can perform
actions on the cages with Quick Select (QS),……

Notice: You are not allowed to change the cage ID or the animal system ID.
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……or actions on the animals in the cages with Animal Quick Select (AQS).

Notice that not all actions performed on the cages are not automatically performed on the
animals in the cages and actions on the animals are not performed on the cages.
For example: when you set person “XY” to cage, he or she is not set as responsible person for
the animals in the cage. You have to this in an extra step. In order to change both animals and
cage owner, you could use the option “Export these animals to another scientist” in the
Animal Quick Select (AQS).
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4. Work Requests
4.1 Work Request
In order to create a work request, which contains animals and cages, select these animals and
cages first. You have two possibilities:
Select the specific animal (or cage) from the list and click QS (or AQS). Select the first entry
from the QS (or AQS) window “Select these animals for a work request”.

Click on the specific animal (or cage). Click on “add to request” on the animal (or cage) card.

After animals (or cages) have been selected for a work request, create a new work request
immediately. The selected animals (or cages) are automatically entered in this work request.
Go to “Requests” and “Work Requests” and click on “New Request”.
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select request
select date
set a responsible person
selected animals
selected cages
respective group

4.1 Order Request
You can order animals with this feature as follows:
Go to “Requests” and “Order Requests”. Open a new order.
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Fill as “Responsible staff”: Bettina Woppel
She will check the disposability of your request and reserve the animals for you if possible.
You will get an email regarding your request state.
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5. Reports
5.1 Caretaking Information
Go to Reports and Caretaking Information. There you can find the weaning information with
a list of overdue and upcoming weanings and the breeding information with a list of overdue
births, an infertility report and the breeding performance.

5.1.1 Breeding Performance
Click on “Breeding Performance” and go to “Select Criteria”. Here you can choose the
breeding performance of the animals and the time period you want to see.
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5.2 Animal/Cage Usage
Go to Reports and Animal/Cage Usage. First there you can find information about the animal
usage with the health report, a list of licenses, sacrifices, exports and animal movements and a
consolidated overview. Secondly you find information about the cage usage with a list of
overpopulations and a consolidated overview. Finally, you will find a line information.
For each list click on “select criteria” to select the respective line and a time period (see
breeding performance).

6. Breedings:
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6. Breedings:
6.1 How to move animals
You have three possibilities to move animals. First you can directly click on the blue point in
the animal list (see point 2 Animal List). Secondly you can move one or more animals with
the QS (quick select) function. Finally you can move them on the animal card.
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6.2 How to set up a breeding
Set up your breeding by moving the respective animal into a new (breeding) cage. The system
will not remember you to have a male and a female inside a breeding cage. You can create a
breeding cage with just one animal too.
6.3 Breeding performance
Whenever pups die before weaning you have to mark these pups in the cage card of the
system. Otherwise the system will not calculate the correct breeding performance.
When pups died change the number of the pups alive.

four pups were born

just one is still alive

6.4 Strain names
The system doesn`t print the new name of your breeding on the cards before the first litter was
born. Therefore it`s really important to create a fictive birth to tell the system the name of the
pups. Then it automatically will be printed on the cage card.
The animal keeper will name the pups with every birth. If you do not determine the new name
the system automatically names the pups with the fathers strain name.

6.5 How to sacrifice animals
You can sacrifice your animals in the same way you move them (three possibilities), see point
6.1 “How to move animals”.
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6.6 Cage category
Whenever you set up a new cage in the pyrat system don`t forget to set the correct cage
category.

7. Experiments
When you are doing an experiment you have to mark your cages accordingly. Therefor move
the respective animals into a new cage with type experiment. The system allows animals of
both sexes in one experimental cage.

8. Animal statistics
Notice: the number of the animals counted for the billing is not the same number of animals
for your EU-statistics.
You can retrieve reports about all licenses defined in the system:
Go to „Reports“ and „Animal/Cage usage“. Click on „Licenses“ on the left side of your
screen to retrieve the corresponding report.
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Choose your filter options

Notice: the „License period“ is not the validity period of your license but the period you want
to display.
You can choose between a report summary and a report list.
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Report Summary:

click on the wheel to personalize your list

Report List:

click on the wheel to personalize your list

Both reports show living mice assigned to the respective license as well as sacrificed ones.
You can export this list to an excel file.

Another option to get a list of the mice according to a license is creating a list via the filter of
the animal list. Therefore go to the animal list and click on „Apply Filter“.
Choose the respective owner, license and the period you want to display. Choose: all animals,
the sacrificed ones or „no“ for living animals.
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Notice: The license filter is working the same way as the report filter. You will only see
animals having the selected license or classification assigned if:
- the animals are alive and
- the license/classification is the last one assigned or
- the assign date is within the license period
- the animals are sacrificed or exported and
- the assign date is within the license period

9. Dos and Don’ts
- You cannot set up new lines or mutations.
- You are allowed to set up new projects.
- You should not lend your account to a colleague. (In case of a mistake you would be the
responsible person – we can follow every action in the system.)
- Delivered mice will be set up in the system from the respective animal keeper.
- There is no “undo – button” in the system.
- Kill your sacrificed mice in the system on the same day as in real world, otherwise you will
pay for non-existing cages.
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If you need any help don`t hesitate to contact our team.
Theresia Lengheimer BSc
01/40400/73547
theresia.lengheimer@meduniwien.ac.at
Mag. Katharina Tillmann
01/40400/52042
katharina.tillmann@meduniwien.ac.at
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